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0.

Introduction

Interview target child can only be opened if MY99909 = 1 OR MY99910 =
1 (permission for contact attempt is allowed after first or second partner
interview)
KEY VARIABLE FROM OTHER DATABASES ADDED TO THE C-DATABASE IN
ORDER TO MERGE SINGLE ACTOR FILES
MX99900 ID Reference marriage (key variable)
IDENTIFICATION VARIABLES CHILD
CX99901 = ROOT  refers to marital status
1= Intact marriage
2= Non-intact marriage

MX99900

CX99901

CX99902 = BASE  refers to reference marriage
Range: 0001-9999

CX99902

CX99903 = INDIVIDUAL  refers to person in the household
CX99903 = 3 = Resident child

CX99903

CX99904 = composite ID
 CX99901 * 100000 + CX99902 *10 + CX99903
Age check and automatic assignment to correct age group:
If MY99903 < 14  CX99905 = 1
If MY99903 > 13 and < 18 then CX99905 = 2
If MY99903 > 17  CX99905 = 3
Computer records the date of interview
Day: 01-31
Month: 01-12
Year: 2009-2011

CX99904

CX99909 = Composite date (dd/mm/yyyy)
 CX99906 / CX99907 / CX99908
RECORDING OF DURATION: Computer automatically records the start
time of the interview
Hour: 00-23
Minutes: 00-59

CX99909

CX99905

CX99906
CX99907
CX99908

CX99910
CX99911

Variables with regard to resident target child in M-database which are
available at start of the interview of the target child
MH99900= Actual living situation for reference marriage
MY99900 = Status interview target child
MY99901 = Type target child
MY99902 = First name target child
MY99903 = Age target child
MY99904 = Gender target child
MY99905 = HH-component target child
MY99906 = HH-number target child
MY99911 = ID-number target child
MY00100 = Permission interview 1 to interview minor resident target child
MY00201-MY00207 = Reason refusal for interview 1
MY00300 = Permission interview 2 to interview minor resident target child
MY99909 = Status of contact with target child at interview 1
In the database of the resident children, the dataline with composite ID
[CX99904] may only be activated if MY99911 = [CX99904].
Variables from the M-database which are added to C-database
CH99900= MH99900 (Actual living situation for reference marriage) (not
controlled for during interview target child)

MH99900
MY99900
MY99901
MY99902
MY99903
MY99904
MY99905
MY99906
MY99911
MY00100
MY00201 –
MY00207
MY00300
MY99909

CH99900
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CY99903 = MY99903 (Age target child) (controlled for during interview target
child)
CY99904 = MY99904 (Gender target child) (not controlled for during interview
target child)
CY99905= MY99905 (HH-component target child) (not controlled for during
interview target child)
X.1.
Interviewer number is recorded:
Number: 0000 – 9999
X.2.
Enter date of interview:
Day: 01 to 31
Month: 01 to 12
Year: 2009 to 2011
X.3.
Enter start time of interview (24h clock):
Hour: 00 to 23
Minutes: 00 to 59
X.6. INT: DO NOT READ OUT LOUD: What is the sex of the respondent?
1. Male
2. Female

CY99903
CY99904
CY99905

CX00100
CX00201
CX00202
CX00203
CX00301
CX00302
CX00600

H. Household and background characteristics
Introduction appears on screen (for group 1 (CX99905 = 1)):
In this study, we are interviewing the children of married and divorced
parents. Most questions are about you. That is why it is best if there are no
other people present in the same room during this interview. If you don’t
want to answer certain questions, you can always say so.
Nobody else can find out what you say during this interview.
Do you have any questions?
Introduction (for group 2 and 3 (CX99905 = 2 or 3)):
In this study, we want to gain a better insight into marriages, and the
causes and consequences of divorce. To this end, not only are the
experiences of parents important, but also those of the children.
Some questions will concern your private life. Preferably there are no other
people present in the same room during this interview.
You may at all time refuse to answer any question.
Your participation is important for the quality of this research. All your
answers will be treated confidentially and only be used within the
framework of this study.
Do you have any questions?
X.4.
INT: DO NOT READ OUT LOUD: Are there other people present at
the start of the interview?
1. Yes
2. No
Ask question X.5 only if CX00400=1
X.5.
INT: DO NOT READ OUT LOUD: Indicate who else is present when
the interview starts.
Multiple answers possible
Code with 8 dummies (1/0)
1. (Step) parents/father/mother
2. Brothers or sisters
3. Stepbrother(s), half brother(s), stepsister(s) or half sister(s)
4. Grandparents

CX00400

CX00501
CX00502
CX00503
CX00504
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5.
6.
7.
8.

A friend
Partner/spouse
Other adult(s)
Someone else

CX00505
CX00506
CX00507
CX00508

Don’t know (code 9) allowed

H.1
Is it correct that your name is [MY99902] (first name target child
from partner interview)?
1. Yes
2. No

CH00101

Edit variable MY99900
MY99900 = 1 (status interview target child =1: target child is interviewed)

MY99900

If CH00101 = 2 (first name is wrong)
[INT: Note correct name]
What is your name?
Provide textfield

CH00102

If CH00101 = 2 (first name is wrong) then:
All info from M-database that is corrected by target child is written to a set
of variables with 399 (only correction for writing errors was found in
database)
MY39902 = MY99902
MY99902 = CH00102
Controlling for automatic age group assignment
H.2
Are you [MY99903] (age target child from partner interview) years
old?
1. Yes
2. No
If CH00201 = 2 then:
How old are you then?
Age: 0-99

CH00201

CH00202

If CH00201 = 2 (age is wrong) then:
All info from M-database that is corrected by target child is written in Mdatabase to a set of variables with 399 and corrected in C-database
MY39903 = CH00202
CY99903 = MY39903
If MY99903 < 14 then CX99912 = 1 (group 1)
If MY99903 > 13 AND MY99903 < 18 then CX99912 = 2 (group 2)
If MY99903 > 17 then CX99912 = 3 (group 3)

CX99912

If CH00201 ≠ 2 then CX99912 = CX99905
Show the following instruction for the interviewer on the screen:
If CX99912 = 1: Use the cardbook for group 1
If CX99912 = 2: Use the cardbook for group 2
If CX99912 = 3: Use the cardbook for group 3
H.3
Are both your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): your mum and dad]
still alive?
1. Yes, both parents are alive
2. No, father has died
3. No, mother has died
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed

CH00300

Ask questions H.4 up to H.13. only if CX99912 = 3 (group 3)
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H.4

What is your marital status?
[INT: Living at same address but without formalisation/contract is NOT legally
cohabiting]

CH00400

[Show card]
1. Unmarried
2. Legally cohabiting
3. Married
4. Legally divorced
5. Widowed
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask question H.5 only if CH00400 = 3, 4 or 5 (respondent is divorced,
married or widowed)
H.5
When did you get married?
Month: 1-16
[INT: winter, beginning of the year = 13, spring = 14, summer = 15, and autumn
and winter, end of the year = 16]
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
H.6
Year: 1940-2011
Don’t know (code 9999) and refusal (code 7777) allowed
Ask question H.7 only if CH00600 = 9999 or 7777
H.7
How old were you when you got married?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed
Ask questions H.8 up to H.13 only if CH00400 = 4 (respondent is divorced)
H.8
When did you and your ex-spouse start living separately?
Month: 1-16
[INT: winter, beginning of the year = 13, spring = 14, summer = 15, and autumn
and winter, end of the year = 16]
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
H.9
Year: 1940-2011
Don’t know (code 9999) and refusal (code 7777) allowed
Ask question H.10 only if CH00900 =9999 or 7777
H.10 How old where you when you and your ex-spouse started living
separately?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed
H.11 When did the court grant the divorce?
Month: 1-16
[INT: winter, beginning of the year = 13, spring = 14, summer = 15, and autumn
and winter, end of the year = 16]
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
H.12 Year: 1940 - 2011
Don’t know (code 9999) and refusal (code 7777) allowed
Ask question H.13 only if CH01200 = 9999 or 7777
H.13 How old were you when the divorce was granted?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

A.

CH00500

CH00600

CH00700

CH00800

CH00900

CH01000

CH01100

CH01200

CH01300

Activities, studies and income

If CX99912 = 1 (Target child younger than 14) OR CX99912 = 2 (Target child older than
13 and younger than 18), say: I am going to ask you a few questions about your school.
If CX99912 = 3 (Target child older than 17), say: I am going to ask you a few questions
about your current or previous studies.
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Ask question A.1 only if CX99912 = 2 (Target child older than 13 and
younger than 18) or 3 (Target child older than 17)
A.1.
If CX99912 = 3 (group 3), say: Are you attending daytime
education?
If CX99912 = 2 (group 2), say: Do you still go to school during the day?
1. Yes
2. No
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed

CA00100

Ask questions A.2 up to A.3 only if CX99912 = 1 (Target child
younger than 14 years) OR (CX99912 = 2 (Target child older than 13
and younger than 18) or 3 (Target child older than 17) AND CA00100
= 1)
A.2.
If CX99912 = 1 (group 1), say: Which year are you in?
If CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3), say Which year are you in?
[INT: Let the respondent answer the question without using a card. If
necessary, ask for more information]
1. 2nd year of primary school
2. 3rd year of primary school
3. 4th year of primary school
4. 5th year of primary school
5. 6th year of primary school
6. 1st year of secondary education
7. 2nd year of secondary education
8. 3rd year of secondary education
9. 4th year of secondary education
10. 5th year of secondary education
11. 6th year of secondary education
12. 7th year of secondary education
13. 1st bachelor
14. 2nd bachelor
15. 3rd bachelor
16. 1st master
17. 2nd master
18. 3rd master
19. 4th master
20. Bachelor after bachelor
21. Master after master
Error message if CX99912 = 1 AND [CA00200 > 10 AND CA00200 ≠
77 or 99]
Error message if CX99912 = 2 AND [CA00200 < 3 AND CA00200 > 15
AND CA00200 ≠ 77 or 99]
Error message if CX99912 = 3 AND [CA00200 < 7 AND CA00200 ≠ 77
or 99]
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
Ask A.3 only if CA00200 < 13 OR CA00200 = 99 or 77
A.3.
Are you attending boarding school?
1.Yes
2.No
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
A.4.
If CA00200 < 6, say: Did you ever repeat a year in nursery school or in
primary school?
If CA00200 > 5 OR CA00100 ≠ 1, say: Did you ever repeat a year in
nursery school, in primary school or in secondary education?
1. Yes
2. No
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask questions A.5 up to A.6 array (01-08) only if CA00400 = 1
A.5. How often did you repeat a year?

CA00200

CA00300

CA00400

CA00500
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[INT: Repeating a year during higher education is NOT included.]
Number: 01-08
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
Answer to CA00500 can be 8 times at maximum
Ask question A.6 array (01-08) only if CA00500 ≠ 77 or 99
A.6. (01-08)
If CA00500 = 1, say: Which year did you repeat?
[INT: Let the respondent answer the question without using a card. If
necessary, ask for more information]
If CA00500 > 1 AND A.6 asked for the first time (CA00601 is empty),
say: Which year did you repeat the first time?
[INT: Let the respondent answer the question without using a card. If
necessary, ask for more information]
[INT: If the child repeated a certain year multiple times, then indicate this
year again on the following screen(s).]
If CA00500 > 1 AND A.6 already asked before (CA00601 is not
empty), say: Which year did you repeat after that?
[INT: Let the respondent answer the question without using a card. If
necessary, ask for more information]
[INT: If the child repeated a certain year multiple times, then indicate this
year again on the following screen(s).]
1.
Nursery school
2.
1st year of primary school
3.
2nd year of primary school
4.
3rd year of primary school
5.
4th year of primary school
6.
5th year of primary school
7.
6th year of primary school
8.
1st year of secondary education
9.
2nd year of secondary education
10.
3rd year of secondary education
11.
4th year of secondary education
12.
5th year of secondary education
13.
6th year of secondary education
14.
7th year of secondary education
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
Create variable CA99901 = ’number of times A.6 asked’ which counts
the times question A.6 has been asked
Ask A.6 array (01-08) again only if CA99901 < CA00500 (How many
times target child has repeated a year)
Ask questions A.7 up to A.10 only if CA00100 = 2, 7 or 9 OR [CA00200 > 5
AND CA00200 ≠ 77 or 99],
A.7.
In which type of education did you start secondary school?
[Show card]
1. General secondary education (ASO)
2. Technical secondary education (TSO)
3. Vocational secondary education (BSO)
4. Secondary arts education (KSO)
5. Special secondary education (BuSO)
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
A.8.
Did you change to another type of education after that?
1. Yes
2. No
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask questions A.9 up to A.10 only if CA00801 (array 01-07) = 1,
A.9. In which year of secondary education did you change to another
type of education?
[INT: Let the respondent answer the question without using a card. If
necessary, ask for more information]

CA00601CA00608

CA99901

CA00700

CA00801CA00807

CA00901CA00907
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[INT: A change of type of education can take place during the school year or
at the start of a new school year. Mention the year in which the student
started the new type of education]
[INT: If the child changed twice in one year, use the last change]
1. 1st year of secondary education
2. 2nd year of secondary education
3. 3rd year of secondary education
4. 4th year of secondary education
5. 5th year of secondary education
6. 6th year of secondary education
7. 7th year of secondary education
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
A.10.
Which type of education form did you change to at that
time?
[INT: If the child changed twice in one year then use the last change]
[Show card]
1. General secondary education (ASO)
2. Technical secondary education (TSO)
3. Vocational secondary education (BSO)
4. Secondary arts education (KSO)
5. Special secondary education (BuSO)
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed

CA01001CA01007

 repeat questions A.8 up to A.10. Ask question A.8., A.9. and A.10.
a maximum of 7 times for group 2 and group 3 (CX99912 = 2 or 3), a
maximum of 3 times for group 1 (CX99912 = 1)
Ask question A.11 only if CA00200 < 13
A.11. The following questions are about your school and about how you
feel there. To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements?
[Show card]
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I think school is great
I feel unhappy when I am at school
There is a good atmosphere at school
I hate school
I like to go to school
I feel good at school
I would rather not go to school anymore

CA01101
CA01102
CA01103
CA01104
CA01105
CA01106
CA01107

Ask question A.12 only if CA00200 > 12 AND CA00200 ≠ 77 or 99
A.12. The following questions are about your college or university and
about how you feel there. To what extent do you agree or disagree with
each of the following statements?
[Show card]
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
1.
2.
3.
4.

I am satisfied with my studies
In general I enjoy my studies
I am disappointed by the content of my classes
I would like to change from college or university

CA01201
CA01202
CA01203
CA01204
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5. I feel unhappy in this college or university
6. I find most classes boring
Ask question A.13 only if [CX99912 = 3 (group 3)] OR [CX99912 = 2
(group 2) AND CA00100 = 2 (Target child is not in daytime education)]
A.13. What is the highest level of education you have successfully
completed?
[INT: Koranic school: code as “unschooled”.]
[Show card]
0. Unschooled – No diploma or certificate
1. Primary education (mainstream or special)
2. Special secondary education: education type 1 and 2 – intermediate stage of
education type 3 and 4
3. Special secondary education: certificate of education type 3 and 4
Lower secondary education (the third year in the old education system or the
second stage in the new system successfully completed)
4. Lower secondary general education
5. Lower secondary technical education
6. Lower secondary arts education
7. Lower secondary vocational education
Higher secondary education (the sixth year in the old education system or the
second year of the third stage in the new system successfully completed)
8. Higher secondary general education
9. Higher secondary technical education
10. Higher secondary arts education
11. Higher secondary vocational education (including part-time vocational
secondary education, part-time training programme and apprenticeship
contract)
Post-secondary education (the seventh year, or the third year of the third stage, of
mainstream secondary education or special secondary education, or the fourth
stage of secondary vocational education (apprenticeship contract included)
successfully completed)
12. Post-secondary non-higher education
Higher non-academic education, short type (one cycle)
13. Higher non-academic education, short type (two or three-year course) or
bachelor in higher professional education (three-year course)
14. Higher non-academic education, short type: Further training course or
bachelor after bachelor in higher professional education
Higher non-academic education, long type (two cycles)
15. Higher non-academic education, long type: candidate (two-year course) or
bachelor in academic education (three-year course)
16. Higher non-academic education, long type: licentiate or master (four or fiveyear course)
17. Higher non-academic education, long type: further training course or master
after master
Higher academic education
18. Higher academic education: candidate (two or three-year course) or bachelor
(three-year course)
19. Higher academic education: licentiate or master (at least four-year course)
(including medicine and veterinary medicine)
20. Higher academic education: further training course or master after master
21. Higher academic education: doctoral degree
Other
22. Other
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed

CA01205
CA01206

CA01300

* Pocket money *
Ask questions A.14 up to A.20 only if [CX99905 = 1 or 2 (group 1 or 2)] OR [CX99905 =
3 (group 3) AND CA00100 = 1 (target child is in daytime education)]
The following questions concern the pocket money you receive from your parents [group
1 (CX99905 = 1): mum and dad].
Ask questions A.14 up to A.15 only if MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (parents are
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married or live in the same household)
A.14. Do you receive pocket money from your parents?
1. Yes
2. No
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed

CA01400

Ask question A.15 only if CA01400 = 1
A.15. How much pocket money do you receive on average?
Amount: €1 - 99999
Don’t know (code 999999) and refusal (code 777777) allowed

CA01501

Only if CA01501 ≠ 999999 or 777777
Per: 1 = week; 2 = month; 3 = year
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed

CA01502

Ask questions A.16 up to A.17 only if MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are
separated or legally divorced) AND CH00300 ≠ 3 (mother not
deceased)
A.16.
Do you receive pocket money from your mother [group 1
(CX99905 = 1): mum]?
1. Yes
2. No
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask question A.17 only if CA01600 = 1
A.17.
How much pocket money do you receive on average from
your mother [group 1 (CX99905 = 1): mum]?
Amount: €1 - 99999
Don’t know (code 999999) and refusal (code 777777) allowed
Only if CA01701 ≠999999 and 777777
Per: 1 = week; 2 = month; 3 = year
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed

CA01600

CA01701

CA01702

Ask questions A.18 up to A.19 only if MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are
separated or legally divorced)) AND CH00300 ≠ 2 (father not
deceased)
A.18.
Do you receive pocket money from your father [group 1
(CX99905 = 1): dad]?
1. Yes
2. No
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask question A.19 only if CA01800 = 1
A.19.
How much pocket money do you receive on average from
your father [group 1 (CX99905 = 1): dad]?
Amount: €1 - 99999
Don’t know (code 999999) and refusal (code 777777) allowed
Only if CA01901 ≠999999 and 777777
Per: 1 = week; 2 = month; 3 = year
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask question A.20 only if CA01400 = 1 OR CA01600 = 1 OR CA01800 =
1
A.20. What do you usually have to pay for with your pocket money?
You may give multiple answers.
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 8 dummies (0/1)
1. Clothing or shoes
2. School material

CA01800

CA01901

CA01902

CA02001
CA02002
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3. Membership money or equipment for sports or hobby club
4. Going out
5. Costs of mobile phone
6. Journeys
7. Personal items such as MP3 player, iPod, CDs, PlayStation, make-up,
birthday presents for friends, gadgets, etc.
8. None of these
If CA02008 = 1 then CA02001-07 automatically = 0
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CA02003
CA02004
CA02005
CA02006
CA02007
CA02008

* Activities *
Ask questions A.21 up to A.29. only if CX99905 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
Now we will ask you a few questions about your work and your daily activities.
A.21.
Which of the following descriptions applies to your
CA02100
current situation?
[Show card]
(This card is adapted in the different versions of the cardbooks.)
For group 2 (CX99905 = 2) show only items 1, 2, 3 and 13.
For group 3 (CX99905 = 3) show all items.
1. Student
2. In vocational training or unpaid internship
3. In apprenticeship or paid internship
4. Full-time career break (incl. parental leave) or full-time time credit
5. Employee
6. Self-employed as a main activity or professional
7. Helping family members
8. Looking after the home or family
9. Unemployed
10. Long-term illness or permanently disabled
11. Retired
12. In early retirement
13. Other
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
Ask questions A.22 up to A.25 only if CA02100 = 4, 5, 6 or 7
The following questions concern your current occupation.
[INT: If the respondent has multiple occupations at the same time, we are only
interested in the main occupation]
[INT: If the respondent has 2 different occupations with the same amount of
working hours (for example 2 occupations of 50%), then the respondent can
choose either one.]
A.22.
What is your current occupation?
[INT: Note the name of the occupation.]
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CA02200

A.23.
What does your occupation entail exactly?
[INT: Note the following aspects of the occupation: tasks, sector,
content, etc.]
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CA02300

A.24.
In which of the following categories do you place
yourself?
[Show card]
1. Unskilled labourer
2. Skilled labourer
3. Employee
4. Senior employee/executive
5. Small tradesman/trader
6. Farmer
7. Professional
8. Self-employed entrepreneur or wholesaler

CA02400
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9. Other
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
A.25.
Do you work full-time or part-time?
[Show card]
1
Full-time (95% or more)
2
Part-time 75% to 94%
3
Part-time 50% to 74%
4
Part-time 25% to 49%
5
Part-time less than 25%
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed

CA02500

* Income *
Ask questions A.26 up to A.29 only if CA02100 = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 77 or
99
Now I would like to ask you a few questions about your income.
A.26. How much was your personal net income for the last month?
CA02600
This comprises each type of income gained through labour or
allowances, such as pension, unemployment, illness, etc. Please
include everything such as wages, meal vouchers, etc.
[INT: If the previous month was an exceptional month in which the respondent
received for example holiday allowance or a 13th month’s wages, then use the
previous month before or the most recent regular month.]
[INT: Self-employed people should make an estimation of their monthly net
income after subtracting all professional costs and taxes.]

[INT: Alimony is not included, that will be discussed later.]
[Show card]
88. Respondent has no income of his/her own
1. Less than €250.00
2. €250 - 374.99
3. €375 – 499.99
4. €500 – 624.99
5. €625 – 749.99
6. €750 – 874.99
7. €875 – 999.99
8. €1000 – 1124.99
9. €1125 – 1249.99
10. €1250 – 1499.99
11. €1500 – 1749.99
12. €1750 – 1999.99
13. €2000 – 2249.99
14. €2250 – 2499.99
15. €2500 – 2999.99
16. €3000 – 3749.99
17. €3750 – 4999.99
18. €5000 – 5999.99
19. €6000 – 6999.99
20. €7000 – 7999.99
21. €8000 – 8999.99
22. €9000 – 9999.99
23. €10000 or more
Don’t know (code 99), not applicable (code 88) and refusal (code 77)
allowed
A.27. Thinking of your total monthly income, are you able to make
ends meet?

CA02700

[Show card]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

With great difficulty
With difficulty
With some difficulty
Fairly easily
Easily
Very easily
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Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
A.28. Do you have to pay something to your parents for living at
home?
1. Yes
2. No
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask question A.29 only if CA02800 = 1
A.29. How much do you have to pay?
Amount : €1 - 99999
Don’t know (code 999999) and refusal (code 777777) allowed
Only if CA02901 ≠ 999999 and 777777
Per: 1 = week; 2 = month; 3 = year
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed

CA02800

CA02901

CA02902

T. Task division
Now we would like to ask you a few questions about the tasks you do at home.
Ask questions T.1 up to T.3 only if MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (child of
married parents)
T.1
How often do you do the following household tasks?
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Don’t know (code 99) allowed
For item 6, not applicable (code 88) is allowed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Preparing daily meals
Doing the dishes or emptying the dishwasher
Shopping for food
Ironing
Cleaning
Gardening or mowing the lawn [INT: 88 = respondent has no garden]
Putting the rubbish bins outside

CT00101
CT00102
CT00103
CT00104
CT00105
CT00106
CT00107

T.2
Do you have a brother or sister younger than 10 years old who
lives with you at home?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CT00200

Ask question T.3 only if CT00200 = 1
T.3
How often do you help your brothers or sisters with [insert
items]?
[INT: 88 = brothers or sisters do it themselves]
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Not applicable (code 88), refusal (77) and don’t know (code 99)
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allowed
1.
2.
3.

Dressing
Doing homework
Feeding

CT00301
CT00302
CT00303

Ask questions T.4 up to T.6 only if MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are
separated or legally divorced) AND CH00300 ≠ 3 (mother not
deceased)
T.4
How often do you do the following tasks at your mother’s
[group 1 (CX99905 = 1): mum’s] house?
[INT: 66= Respondent is never at his/her mother’s house]
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Don’t know (code 99) allowed
For item 6, not applicable (code 88) is allowed
66 = respondent is never at home with mother
IF CT00401 = 66, insert value 66 automatically in all items
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cooking
Doing the dishes or emptying the dishwasher
Shopping for food
Ironing
Cleaning
Gardening or mowing the lawn [INT: 88 = respondent has no garden]
Putting the rubbish bins outside

Ask question T.5 only if CT00401 ≠ 66
T.5
Do you have a brother or sister younger than 10 years old who
lives in your mother’s [group 1 (CX99905 = 1): mum’s] house?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CT00401
CT00402
CT00403
CT00404
CT00405
CT00406
CT00407

CT00500

Ask question T.6 only if CT00500 = 1
T.6
How often do you help your brothers or sisters at your
mother’s [group 1 (CX99905 = 1): mum’s] house with [insert items]?
[INT: 88= Brothers or sisters do it themselves]
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Not applicable (code 88), refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99)
allowed
1. Dressing
2. Doing homework
3. Feeding

CT00601
CT00602
CT00603

Ask questions T.7 up to T.9 only if MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are
separated or legally divorced) AND CH00300 ≠ 2 (father not deceased)
T.7
How often do you do the following tasks at your father’s
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[group 1 (CX99905 = 1): dad’s] house?
[INT: 66= Respondent is never at his/her father’s house]
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Don’t know (code 99) allowed
For item 6, not applicable (code 88) is allowed
66 = respondent is never at home with father
IF CT00701 = 66, insert value 66 automatically in all items
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cooking
Doing the dishes or emptying the dishwasher
Shopping for food
Ironing
Cleaning
Gardening or mowing the lawn [INT: 88 = respondent has no garden]
Putting the rubbish bins outside

Ask question T.8 only if CT00701 ≠ 66
T.8
Do you have a brother or sister younger than 10 years old who
lives in your father’s [group 1 (CX99905 = 1): dad’s] house?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CT00701
CT00702
CT00703
CT00704
CT00705
CT00706
CT00707

CT00800

Ask question T.9 only if CT00800 = 1
T.9
How often do you help your brothers and sisters at your
father’s [group 1 (CX99905 = 1): dad’s] house with [insert items]?
[INT: 88= Brothers or sisters do it themselves]

[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Not applicable (code 88), refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99)
allowed
1. Dressing
2. Doing homework
3. Feeding
Ask question V.1 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
V.1.
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements about the roles of men and women?
[Show card]
1.
Strongly disagree
2.
Disagree
3.
Neither agree nor disagree
4.
Agree
5.
Strongly agree
9.
Don’t know
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

CT00901
CT00902
CT00903

1.

CV00101

2.

A working mother can establish just as warm and secure a
relationship with her children as a mother who does not work
A pre-school child is likely to suffer if his or her mother works

CV00102
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3.

A job is alright but what most women really want is a home and
children
4. Having a job is the best way for a woman to be an independent
person
5. Both the husband and wife should contribute to household income
6. In general, fathers are as well suited to look after their children as
are mothers
7. Men are less able to handle emotions in relationships than women
8. Children often suffer when their fathers concentrate too much on
their work
9. If parents divorce it is better for the child to stay with the mother
than with the father
10. Looking after the home or family is just as fulfilling as working for
pay

R.

CV00103
CV00104
CV00105
CV00106
CV00107
CV00108
CV00109
CV00110

Partner relationship (sexuality and relationships)
Ask questions R.1 up to R.4 only if [CX99912 = 1 (group 1) AND CX00600 =
2 (target child is female)] OR [CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)]
[INT: to fill out by interviewer]
R.1.
[INT: Are there, at this moment, other people present in the same room?]
1. Yes
2. No
Ask question R.2 only if CR00100=1
R.2.
[INT: indicate who else is present. Multiple answers possible]
1. (Step) parents/father/mother
2. Brothers or sisters
3. Step brothers, half brothers, step sister or half sisters
4. Grandparents
5. A friend
6. Partner/spouse
7. Other adult(s)
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

CR00100

CR00201
CR00202
CR00203
CR00204
CR00205
CR00206
CR00207

Ask questions R.5 up to R.11 only if CX99912 ≠ 1 (not group 1)
On card [number] up to card [number] are questions about your
relationships and a few personal experiences. Read each card and answer
the question.
[INT: Do not read the questions out loud, except if the respondent really needs help]
[INT: Sex includes all sexual acts: oral, vaginal and anal]
[Show card]
(A) Have you ever had sex with anyone?
R.5.
What is your answer to question A?
1. Yes
2. No
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed

CR00500

Ask questions R.6 up to R.10 only if CR00500 = 1
[INT: Do not read the questions out loud, except if the respondent really
needs help]
[INT: If the respondent answers with half years or months, take the nearest
age in years]
[Show card ]
(B) How old were you when you first had sex with someone?
R.6. What is your answer to question B?
Age: 0-60
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed

CR00600

[INT: Do not read the questions out loud, except if the respondent really needs
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help]
[Show card]
(C) How many different people have you had sex with?
R.7. What is your answer to question C?
Number: 0-50
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed

CR00700

[INT: Do not read the questions out loud, except if the respondent really
needs help]
[Show card]
(D) When you have sex, how many times are you protected against
pregnancy?
[INT: If the respondent is homosexual, insert code 8]
1.
Never
2.
Rarely
3.
Sometimes
4.
Most of the time
5.
Always
Refusal (code 7), not applicable (code 8) and don’t know (code 9)
allowed
R.8. What is your answer to question D?
[INT: Insert the correct code, refusal = 7, if the respondent really does not
know = 9]

CR00800

[INT: Do not read the questions out loud, except if the respondent really
needs help]
[Show card]
(E) When you have sex, how many times are you protected against STDs, like
aids and chlamydia?
1.
Never
2.
Rarely
3.
Sometimes
4.
Most of the time
5.
Always
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
R.9. What is your answer to question E?
[INT: Insert the correct code, refusal = 7, if the respondent really does not
know = 9]
[INT: Do not read the questions out loud, except if the respondent really
needs help]
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
(F) Which methods do you or the partner you have sex with, use? You can
give several answers.
1. Condom
2. Pulling out
3. The pill
4. Vaginal ring (NuvaRing)
5. Contraceptive patch (Evra)
6. Contraceptive implant (Implanon)
7. Intra-uterine device
8. Morning-after pill
9. Other
10. None
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Code with 10 dummies (0/1)
If code 7 or 9: insert automatically for all items
R.10.

CR00900

CR01001
CR01002
CR01003
CR01004
CR01005
CR01006
CR01007
CR01008
CR01009
CR01010

What is your answer to question F?
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[INT: Do not read the questions out loud, except if the respondent really needs help]
[Show card]
(G) Who do you talk to about sex? You can give several answers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

my mother
my father
my brother(s)
my sister(s)
other family member(s)
my partner
friends
a teacher
a (family) doctor
nobody

R.11. What is your answer to question G?
[INT: Fill out the correct code, refusal = 77, if the respondent really does not know
= 99]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Code with 10 dummies (0/1)
If code 7 or 9: insert automatically for all items
If CR00900 = 10 (nobody), all other dummies are automatically 0
Ask question R.3 only if CX00600 = 2 (woman) AND CX99912 = 1 or 2
(group 1 or 2)
R.3.
The following questions focus on you. Have you already had your
first period?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question R.4 only if [CX00600 = 2 (female) AND CX99912 = 3 (group
3)] OR CR00300=1
R.4.
How old were you when you had your first period?
[INT: If the respondent answers with half years or months, take the nearest age in
years]
Age: 0-40
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
Ask questions R.12 up to R.19 only if CX99912 ≠ 1 (not group 1)
The following questions focus on the possible relationships you have had.
We mean only relationships that lasted at least three months.
Ask question R.12 only if CX99912 = 2 (group 2) OR [CX99912 = 3 (group
3) AND CH00400 = 1, 2, 7 or 9 (never been married)]
R.12. Have you ever had a relationship that lasted for at least three
months?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions R.13 up to R.19 only if CR01200 = 1 OR [CX99912 = 3
(group 3) AND CH00400 ≠ 1 or 2 (ever married)],
R.13.
If CR01200=1, say: How old were you when you first had a
relationship like that?
If CX99912 = 3 (group 3) AND CH00400 ≠ 1 or 2 (ever married), say:
How old were you when you first had a relationship that lasted three
months?
[INT: If the respondent answers with half years or months, take the nearest
age in years]
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CR01101
CR01102
CR01103
CR01104
CR01105
CR01106
CR01107
CR01108
CR01109
CR01110

CR00300

CR00400

CR01200

CR01300
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Ask question R.14 only if [CX99912 = 2 (group 2)] OR [CX99912 = 3
(group 3) AND CH00400 ≠ 3 (not married)],
R.14.
At this moment, are you in a relationship that has lasted at
least three months?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask R.15 up to R.19 only if [CR01400 = 1] OR [CX99912 = 3 (group 3)
AND CH00400 = 3 (married)]
R.15.
The following questions focus on your current relationship. Do
you live together with your partner?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CR01400

CR01500

R.16.
Has your partner ever been divorced?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CR01600

R.17.
Have your partner’s parents ever been divorced?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CR01700

R.18.
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements about your relationship with your partner?
[Show card]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Very strongly
Neither disagree,
Very strongly
disagree
nor agree
agree
Don’t know (code 99) allowed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

We have a good relationship
My relationship with my partner is very stable
My relationship with my partner is strong
My relationship with my partner makes me happy
I really feel like part of a team with my partner

R.19.
All things considered, what degree of happiness best
describes your relationship?
[Show card]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Unhappy
Happy
Perfectly Happy
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CR01801
CR01802
CR01803
CR01804
CR01805
CR01900

*Intentions*
The following questions focus on your intentions.
Ask question R.20 only if CX99912 = 3 (group 3)
R.20.
Do you intend to leave the parental home during the next three
years? This does not include living in student flat during the week.
[Show card]
1. Definitely not
2. Probably not
3. Probably
4. Definitely
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question R.21 only if CX99912 = 1 or 2 (group 1 or 2) OR [CX99912 = 3
(group 3) AND IF CH00400 = 1, 2, 7 or 9 (not married)]
R.21.
Do you ever want to marry?

CR02000

CR02100
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[Show card]
1. Definitely not
2. Probably not
3. Probably
4. Definitely
Refusal (code 7) and Don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question R.22 only if CX99912 = 3 (group 3) AND IF CH00400 = 1 or 7
or 9 (never married)
R.22.
Do you ever want to enter into a cohabitation agreement? A
cohabitation agreement means that you would be living together with a
partner and you would register this relationship officially in a town hall or
through a notary.
[Show card]
1. Definitely not
2. Probably not
3. Probably
4. Definitely
5. I don’t know what this means
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question R.23. only if CX99912 = 3 (group 3) AND [CR02100 = 3 or 4
(intends to marry once) OR CH00400 = 3, 7 or 9 (now married)]
R.23.
If CH00400 = 3 (married); say: Estimating from 0 to 100, how high
do you personally think the chance is that your marriage will end in a
divorce?
If CR02100 = 3 or 4; say: Supposing that you ever married, estimating from 0
to 100, how high do you personally think the chance is that your marriage
would end in a divorce?
Percentage: 0 -100
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed
Ask questions R.24 up to R.25. only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
The following questions focus on having children.
R.24.
Do you have children of your own?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask question R.25. only if CR02400 = 1
R.25.
How many children do you have?
Number of children: 1-12
Refusal (code 77) allowed
R.26. If CX99912 = 1 (group 1), say: Do you ever want a child?
If CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3) AND CR02400 = 2 or 7, say: Do you ever
want a child?
If CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3) AND CR02400 = 1, say: Do you ever want
another child?
Instruction if CX99912 = 1 (group 1):[INT: 8 = respondent has already children]
[Show card]
1. Definitely not
2. Probably not
3. Probably
4. Definitely
Refusal (code 7), not applicable (code 8) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
R.27. If CR02400 = 1, say: How many children do you intend to have or adopt?
If CR02400 = 2 or 7 or ‘empty’, ask: How many more children do you intend
to have or adopt?
[INT: Do NOT count the number of children that the respondent already has; Include
current pregnancies]
Number: 0-12
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask question V.2 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)

CR02200

CR02300

CR02400

CR02500

CR02600

CR02700
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V. 2
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements?
[Show card]
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
1. Marriage is an outdated institution
2. It is all right for an unmarried couple to live together even if they have no
interest in marriage
3. Marriage is a lifetime relationship and should never be ended
4. It is all right for a couple with an unhappy marriage to get a divorce even
if they have children
5. A woman has to have children in order to be fulfilled
6. A man has to have children in order to be fulfilled
7. A child needs a home with both a father and a mother to grow up happily
8. A woman can have a child as a single parent even if she doesn’t want to
have a stable relationship with a man
9. When children turn about 18-20 years old they should start to live
independently
10. Homosexual couples should have the same rights as heterosexual couples
do

D.

CV00201
CV00202
CV00203
CV00204
CV00205
CV00206
CV00207
CV00208
CV00209
CV00210

Marriage and divorce

Ask questions D.1 up to D.14 only if MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (the parents of the respondent
are separated or legally divorced)

* Feelings towards parental divorce *
If MH99900 = 4 or 5 (parents are separated), say: The next questions are
about the separation of your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and
dad].
If MH99900 = 7 (parents are legally divorced), say: The next questions are
about the divorce of your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad].
D.1.
How old were you when your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum
and dad] permanently started living separately?
Age: 0 - 99 years
666 = Before respondent was born
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed

CD00100

CD00200
D.2.
Do you still have memories of the time your parents [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] permanently started living separately?
1.
Yes
2.
No
Refusal (code 7) and Don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions D.3. up to D.4. only if CD00200 = 1 (still has memories of
the divorce).
D.3.
How often did you have the following feelings about the divorce
of your parents? [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad]?
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Rarely
3. Sometimes
4. Most of the time
5. (Almost) always
9. I don’t remember
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1.

How often were you angry with your mother [group 1 (CX99912 =
1): mum]?
2. How often were you angry with your father [group 1 (CX99912 =
1): dad]?
3. How often did you feel sad?
4. How often were you afraid?
5. How often did you feel relieved?
6. How often did you feel guilty?
D.4.
Are the following statements true or not true for you?
[Show card]
1. Not true at all
2. Not true
3. Neither true nor untrue
4. True
5. Completely true
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

CD00301

1.

CD00401

2.
3.
4.

You had seen it coming that your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
mum and dad] wanted to break up
Before your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad]
started living separately, they explained to you why they separated
When your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad]
separated, they told you it was not your fault
When your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad]
separated, you felt relieved that everything was over

CD00302
CD00303
CD00304
CD00305
CD00306

CD00402
CD00403
CD00404

Ask question D.5. only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3) AND CH00300 = 1
(both parents still alive)
D.5.
The following statements are about changes in your family since the
divorce of your parents. Using the scale provided as your guideline, choose
the number that best shows how you feel.
[Show card]
1.
Never
2.
Rarely
3.
Sometimes
4.
Often
5.
Almost always
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

I hope that my parents’ relationship with each other will improve
I worry about whether I am spending enough time with each of my
parents
My parents and I can solve family problems together
I find myself being a go-between for my parents (e.g. carrying
messages, making arrangements)
Since the divorce, I find it more difficult to talk to my father about things
I need from him (money, time, advice)
Since the divorce, I find it more difficult to talk to my mother about
things I need from her (money, time, advice)
I still feel disturbed about my parents’ divorce
I feel comfortable talking about my mother in front of my father
I feel comfortable talking about my father in front of my mother
When I think about important future occasions (e.g., graduations,
weddings, newborn children) where my parents will be together, I worry
about how they will behave
I worry about which family members I should or will be with on
important holidays or special occasions
My parents say things about each other that make me feel uncomfortable
In both of my parents’ homes, I feel comfortable, like I belong
My mother asks me a lot of questions about my father
My father asks me a lot of questions about my mother

CD00501
CD00502
CD00503
CD00504
CD00505
CD00506
CD00507
CD00508
CD00509
CD00510
CD00511
CD00512
CD00513
CD00514
CD00515

* Living arrangements *
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Ask questions D.6. up to D.8. only if CX99912 = 1 or 2 (group 1 or 2) AND CH00300 = 1
(both parents still alive)
D.6.
We will now talk about your current living arrangements with your
CD00600
parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad]. Were you involved in the
decision?
[Show card]
1.
I was not involved
2.
I was involved a little
3.
I was involved
9.
I don’t remember
Refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask question D.7 only if CD00600 = 1 or 2 (child was not involved, or
involved a little)
CD00700
D.7.
If CD00600 = 1 (was not involved), say: Would you have liked to be
involved in the decision?
If CD00600 = 2 (a little involved a little), say: Would you have liked to be
more involved in the decision?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
D.8.
Are the following statements true or not true for you?
[Show card]
1. Not true at all
2. Not true
3. Neither true nor untrue
4. True
5. Completely true
Not applicable (code 8) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

I feel I don’t see my mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] enough
I feel I don’t see my father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] enough
I don’t like moving back and forth [INT: 8 = respondent never moves house]
When I cannot go to the other parent at the agreed time, we can easily
make new arrangements [INT: 8 = respondent never goes to the other
parent]
I would prefer to live in one place while my parents [group 1 (CX99912
= 1): mum and dad] move back and forth [INT: 8 = respondent never
moves house]
I am pleased with the current living arrangements

CD00801
CD00802
CD00803
CD00804

CD00805

CD00806

* Parental conflict before divorce *
Ask questions D.9. up to D.14. again to ALL age groups.
Ask question D.9. only if CD00200 = 1 (child still has memories)
D.9.
The next questions concern the period before your parents [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] permanently started living separately. How
often did the following situations occur between your parents [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum and dad]?
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a moth
3. Once a month
4. Several times a month (but not weekly)
5. Once a month
6. Several times a week (but not daily)
7. Daily
9. I don’t remember anymore
Refusal (code 7) allowed
1.
2.

They blamed each other
They yelled or screamed at each other

CD00901
CD00902
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3. They hurt each other [group 2 and 3 (CX99912 = 2, 3): add: physically]
4. They threw or broke something deliberately
5. They didn’t talk to each other for a while
Ask question D.10. only if at least 1 of the items CD00901 – CD00905 ≠ 1 or 9
(there has been conflict) AND CD00200 = 1 (child still has memories)
D.10. Are the following statements true or not true for you?
[Show card]
1. Not true at all
2. Not true
3. Neither true nor untrue
4. True
5. Completely true
9. I don’t remember anymore
Refusal (code 7) and not applicable (code 8) allowed

CD00903
CD00904
CD00905

1.

CD01001

2.

Before my parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] started living
separately, it was usually my fault when they argued [INT: 8 = parents
never argued]
Before my parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] started living
separately, I felt as if I had to take sides when they had a disagreement
[INT: 8 = parents never argued]

CD01002

* Social network after divorce *
Ask questions D.11. up to D.14. only if CD00200 = 1 (child still has
memories)
D.11.
Who did you talk to about your feelings when your parents [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] permanently started living separately?
Code with 14 dummies (0/1)
If code 7 or 9: insert automatically for all items
If CN01114 = 1 then all items CN01101 – CN01113 = 0
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
3. Friends whose parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] were also
divorced
4. Other friends whose parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] were not
divorced
5. Ombudsman teacher
6. Other teacher
7. Someone else in school (e.g. CLB [Student Counselling Centre])
8. Your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]
9. Your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]
10. Your grandparents on your mother’s side [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum’s
side]
11. Your grandparents on your father’s side [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad’s side]
12. Your brother(s)
13. Your sister(s)
14. Other family
15. Other people
16. Nobody
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
D.12. Did you lose friends because of the divorce of your parents [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum and dad]?
1. Yes
2. No
3. I don’t remember
Refusal (code 7) allowed

CD01101
CD01114

CD01200

Ask question D.13 only if CD01200 = 1 (lost friends because of the divorce)
D.13. What were the reasons? You may give more than one answer.
Code with 6 dummies (0/1)
If code 7 of 9: insert automatically for all items
[Show card]
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Multiple answers possible
1. I lost my friends because I moved
2. I lost my friends because I went to another school
3. I wanted to avoid my friends
4. My friends dropped me
5. My friends didn’t understand my situation
6. Other reason
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
D.14. To what extent are the following things better or worse now,
compared to the time before your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and
dad] started living separately?
[Show card]
1. Much worse
2. Worse
3. Neither better nor worse
4. Better
5. Much better
Not applicable (code 8) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
1.

The relationship with your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] If
CH00300 ≠ 3 (mother still alive)
2. The relationship with your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] If
CH00300 ≠ 2 (father still alive)
3. The relationship with your grandparents on your mother’s side [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum’s side] [INT: 8 = grandparents on mothers side
deceased]
4. The relationship with your grandparents on your father’s side [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): dad’s side] [INT: 8 = grandparents on fathers side deceased]
5. The relationship with your brother(s) [INT: 8 = respondent had no
brother(s)]
6. The relationship with your sister(s) [INT: 8 = respondent had no sister(s)]
7. The arguments between your parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and
dad]
8. How happy your mother[group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] is If CH00300 ≠
3 (mother still alive)
9. How happy your father[group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] is If CH00300 ≠ 2
(father still alive)
10. How happy you are

CD01301
CD01302
CD01303
CD01304
CD01305
CD01306

CD01401
CD01402
CD01403

CD01404
CD01405
CD01406
CD01407
CD01408
CD01409
CD01410

* Perception of their parents’ marriage *
Ask questions D.15 up to D.16 only if MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (parents are married or live in
the same household) AND CH00300 = 1 (both parents of the respondent are still alive)
The following questions are about the marriage of your parents [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum and dad].
D.15. How happy or unhappy do you think your parents are in their
CD01500
relationship?
[Show card]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Unhappy
Happy
Perfectly happy
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask question D.16 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
D.16. Estimating from 1-100, how high do you personally think the chance
CD01600
is that the marriage of your parents will end in a divorce?
Percentage: 0-100
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed

C.

Relationship child-parent (parenting) + N. Contact with family
* Contact with mother *
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Ask questions N.1 up to N.9 only if CH00300 ≠ 3 (mother alive)
If MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (parents are married or live in the same household),
say: [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]. The next questions are about your
mother
If MH99900=4 or 5 or 7 (parents are separated or legally divorced) say: The
next questions are about your biological mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
mum].
Ask questions N.1 up to N.5 only if MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are
separated or legally divorced)
N.1
Do you live with your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]?
[INT: Category 3 if the child indicates that there is a co-parenting agreement]
[INT: If the child indicates that he/she is in boarding school, assume the situation
where the child is not in a boarding school]
1. Yes
2. No
3. Sometimes yes, sometimes no
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions N.2 up to N.5 only if CN00100 = 2, 7 or 9
N.2
How often do you see your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
mum]?

CN00100

CN00200

[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.3
How often do you have contact with your mother [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum] by telephone, post or the Internet?
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask question N.4 only if [CN00200 = 1 AND CN00300 = 1] OR
[CN00200 = 77 or 99 AND CN00300 = 1] OR [CN00200 = 1 AND
CN00300 = 77 or 99]
N.4
Why do you have no contact with your mother [group 1 (CX99912
= 1): mum]? You can give more than one answer.
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 8 dummies (0/1)
If code 77 or 99: insert automatically for all items.
1. She lives too far away
2. I’m in conflict with her
3. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] is in conflict with her
4. She broke off contact with me
5. I broke off contact with her
6. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] does not allow me to have
contact with her
7. We lost contact
8. I never knew him/her
9. Other

CN00300

CN00401
CN00402
CN00403
CN00404
CN00405
CN00406
CN00407
CN00408
CN00409
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Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.5
How long does it take to get from your home to where your
mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] is currently living?
Hours: 0-96
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed
Minutes: 0-59
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN00501
CN00502

* Relationship with mother *
Ask questions N.6 up to C.2 only if [MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (intact marriage in
1 HH) or 6 (mid-divorce, in 1 HH)] OR [MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are
separated or legally divorced) AND CN00100 = 1 or 3 (resident with
mother)] OR [MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or legally
divorced) AND CN00100 = 2, 7 or 9 (not resident with mother) AND [(
CN00200 = 2 up to 7) OR (CN00300 = 2 up to 7) (contact with mother)],
N.6
If MH99900 = 1 of 2 or 6, say: How good or bad is your relationship
with your mother?
If MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7, say: How good or bad is your relationship with you
own mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]?
[Show card]
1. Very bad
2. Bad
3. Neither bad nor good
4. Good
5. Very good
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CN00600

C.1
If MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (parents are married or live in the same
household), say: To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following
statements about your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]?
If MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or legally divorced), say: To
what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about
your own mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]?
[Show card]
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
1. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] doesn’t really like me to tell
her my troubles
2. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] hardly ever praises me for
doing well
3. I can count on my mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] to help me out
if I have a problem
4. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] spends time just talking to
me
5. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] and I do things that are fun
together
6. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] tells me that her ideas are
correct and that I shouldn’t question them
7. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] respects my privacy
8. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] gives me a lot of freedom
9. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] makes most of the decisions
about what I can do
10. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] believes I have a right to my
own point of view
11. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] really expects me to follow
family rules
12. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] really lets me get away with
things

CC00101
CC00102
CC00103
CC00104
CC00105
CC00106
CC00107
CC00108
CC00109
CC00110
CC00111
CC00112
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13. If I don’t behave myself, my mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] will
punish me
14. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] points out ways I could do
better
15. When I do something wrong, my mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
mum] does not punish me

CC00113
CC00114
CC00115

C.2
If MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (parents are married or live in the same
household), say: To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following
statements about your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]?
If MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or divorced), say: To what
extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your
own mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]?
[Show card]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Strongly
Neither agree
Strongly
disagree
nor disagree
agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

1. I openly show affection to my mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]
2. There are topics I avoid discussing with my mother [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum]
3. I am very satisfied with how my mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
mum] and I talk together
4. I find it easy to discuss problems with my mother [group 1 (CX99912
= 1): mum]
5. It is very easy for me to express all my true feelings to my mother
[group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]
6. When talking to my mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum], I have a
tendency to say things that would be better left unsaid
7. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] nags/bothers me
8. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] insults me when she is
angry with me
9. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] has a tendency to say
things to me that would be better left unsaid

CC00201
CC00202
CC00203
CC00204
CC00205
CC00206
CC00207
CC00208
CC00209

* New partner of mother *
Ask questions N.7 up to N.9 only if (MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are
separated or divorced) AND [CN00100 = 2, 7 or 9 (not resident with mother)
AND [( CN00200 = 2 up to 7) OR (CN00300 = 2 up to 7) (contact with
mother)]] OR [MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or divorced) AND
CN00100 = 1 or 3 (resident with mother)],
N.7
Does your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] have a new
partner at the moment?
[INT: The new partner does not have to live with the mother]
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions N.8 up to N.9 only if CN00700 = 1,
N.8 How good or bad is your relationship with the new partner of your
mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum]?

CN00700

CN00800

[Show card]
[INT: 8 = Respondent has never met the new partner of the mother]
1. Very bad
2. Bad
3. Neither bad nor good
4. Good
5. Very good
Refusal (code 7), not applicable (code 8) and don’t know (code 9)
allowed
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N.9 During the last 12 months, how many times did your mother
[group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] get into an argument with her new
partner?
[INT: The new partner does not have to live together with the mother]
[Show card]
1.
Never
2.
Less than once a month
3.
Once a month
4.
Several times per month (but not weekly)
5.
Once a week
6.
Several times per week (but not daily)
7.
Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN00900

*Contact with father*
Ask questions N.10 up to N.18 only if CH00300 ≠ 2 (father alive),
If MH99900 =1 or 2 (intact marriage in 1 HH) or 6 (mid-divorce, in 1 HH),
say: The next questions are about your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad].
If MH99900=4 or 5 or 7 (parents are separated or divorced), say: The next
questions are about your own father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad].
Ask questions N.10 up to N.14 only if MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (both parents of
the respondent are not living in the same household)
N.10 Do you live with your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]?
[INT: Category 3 if the child indicates that there is a co-parenting agreement]
[INT: If the child indicates that he/she is in boarding school, assume the situation
where the child is not in a boarding school ]
1. Yes
2. No
3. Sometimes yes, sometimes no
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions N.11 up to N.14 only if CN01000 = 2, 7 or 9
N.11 How often do you see your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
dad]?
[Show card]
1.
Never
2.
Less than once a month
3.
Once a month
4.
Several times per month (but not weekly)
5.
Once a week
6.
Several times per week (but not daily)
7.
Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.12 How often do you have contact with your father [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): dad] by telephone, post or the Internet?
[Show card]
1.
Never
2.
Less than once a month
3.
Once a month
4.
Several times per month (but not weekly)
5.
Once a week
6.
Several times per week (but not daily)
7.
Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN01000

CN01100

CN01200

Ask question N.13 only if [CN01100 = 1 AND CN01200 = 1] OR
[CN01100 = 77 or 99 AND CN01200 = 1] OR [CN01100 = 1 AND
CN01200 = 77 of 99] (no contact with father)
N.13
Why do you have no contact with your father [group 1 (CX99912
= 1): dad]? You can give more than one answer.
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[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 8 dummies (0/1)
If code 77 or 99: insert automatically for all items.
1.
He lives too far away
2.
I’m in conflict with him
3.
My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] is in conflict with him
4.
He broke off contact with me
5.
I broke off contact with him
6.
My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] does not allow me to have
contact with him
7.
We lost contact
8.
I never knew him
9.
Other
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.14
How long does it take to get from your home to where your
father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]is currently living?
Hours: 0-96
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed
Minutes: 0-59
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN01301
CN01302
CN01303
CN01304
CN01305
CN01306
CN01307
CN01308
CN01309

CN01401
CN01402

*Relationship with father *
Ask questions N.15 up to C.4 only if MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (parents are
married or live in the same household) OR [MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents
are separated or legally divorced) AND CN01000 = 1 or 3 (resident with
father)] OR [MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or divorced) AND
(CN01000 = 2, 7 or 9 (not resident with father) AND [(CN01100 = 2 up to 7)
OR (CN01200 = 2 up to 7)]( contact with father))],
N.15
If MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (parents are married or live in the same
household), say: How good or bad is your relationship with your father
[group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]?
If MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or legally divorced), say: How
good or bad is your relationship with your own father [group 1 (CX99912 =
1): dad]?
[Show card]
1. Very bad
2. Bad
3. Neither bad nor good
4. Good
5. Very good
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CN01500

C.3
If MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (parents are married or live in the same
household), say: To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following
statements about your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]?
If MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or legally divorced), say: To
what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about
your own father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]?
[Show card]
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

1. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] doesn’t really like me to tell him
my troubles
2. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] hardly ever praises me for doing
well
3. I can count on my father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] to help me out if

CC00301
CC00302
CC00303
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I have a problem
4. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] spends time just talking to me
5. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] and I do things that are fun
together
6. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] tells me that his ideas are
correct and that I shouldn’t question them
7. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] respects my privacy
8. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] gives me a lot of freedom
9. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] makes most of the decisions
about what I can do
10. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] believes I have a right to my
own point of view
11. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] really expects me to follow
family rules
12. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] really lets me get away with
things
13. If I don’t behave myself, my father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] will
punish me
14. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] points out ways I could do
better
15. When I do something wrong, my father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]
does not punish me

CC00304
CC00305
CC00306
CC00307
CC00308
CC00309
CC00310
CC00311
CC00312
CC00313
CC00314
CC00315

C.4
If MH99900 = 1, 2 or 6 (parents are married or live in the same household),
say: To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements
about your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]?
If MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or legally divorced), say: To
what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about
your own father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]?
[Show card]
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Strongly
neither agree
Strongly
disagree
nor disagree
agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

1. I openly show affection to my father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]
2. There are topics I avoid discussing with my father [group 1 (CX99912
= 1): dad]
3. I am very satisfied with how my father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]
and I talk together
4. I find it easy to discuss problems with my father [group 1 (CX99912
= 1): dad]
5. It is very easy for me to express all my true feelings to my father
[group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]
6. When talking to my father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad], I have a
tendency to say things that would be better left unsaid
7. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] nags/bothers me
8. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] insults me when he is angry
with me
9. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] has a tendency to say things
to me that would be better left unsaid

CC00401
CC00402
CC00403
CC00404
CC00405
CC00406
CC00407
CC00408
CC00409

*New partner of father *
Ask questions N.16 up to N.18 only if [MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are
separated or divorced) AND CN01000 = 1 or 3 (resident with father)] OR
[MH99900 =4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or divorced) AND (CN01000 =
2, 7 or 9 (not resident with father) AND [(CN01100 = 2 up to 7) OR
(CN01200 = 2 up to 7)] (contact with father))]
N.16
Does your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] have a new partner

CN01600
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at the moment?
[INT: The new partner does not have to live together with the father]
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions N.17 up to N.18 only if CN01600= 1
N.17
How good or bad is your relationship with the new partner of
your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad]?
[Show card]
[INT: 8 = Respondent has never met the new partner of the father]
1. Very bad
2. Bad
3. Neither bad nor good
4. Good
5. Very good
Refusal (code 7), not applicable (code 8) and don’t know (code 9)
allowed
N.18
In the last 12 months, how many times did your father [group
1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] get into an argument with his new partner?
[INT: The new partner does not have to live together with the father]
[Show card]
1.
Never
2.
Less than once a month
3.
Once a month
4.
Several times per month (but not weekly)
5.
Once a week
6.
Several times per week (but not daily)
7.
Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN01700

CN01800

* Parental conflict *
Ask questions C.5 and C.6 only if CH00300 = 1 (mother and father alive)
C.5
If MH99900 = 1 or 2 (intact marriage in 1 HH) or 6 (mid-divorce, in 1 HH)],
say: During the last 12 months, how often did the following situations occur
between your mother and your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and
dad]?
If MH99900 = 4, 5 or 7 (parents are separated or legally divorced), say:
During the last 12 months, how often did the following situations occur
between your own mother and your own father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
mum and dad]?
[Show card]
[INT: 8 = There is no contact between the parents]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Not

They blamed each other
They yelled or screamed at each other
They used [if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 and 3): physical] violence
They threw or broke things deliberately
They did not want to talk to each other for a while
applicable (code 8) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CC00501
CC00502
CC00503
CC00504
CC00505

Ask question C.6 only if CC00501-CC00505 ≠ 1, 8 AND CC00501 – CC00505 ≠
empty
C.6
Do you feel that the next statements are true for you? They are
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about you own mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] and your own father
[group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad].
[INT: 8 = Parents never argue]
[Show card]
1. Completely false
2. False
3. Neither true nor false
4. True
5. Completely true
Don’t know (code 9) and not applicable (code 8) allowed
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

I’m afraid when my parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] are
arguing
When my parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] are arguing,
I’m usually able to help making everything better again
There is nothing I can do to make me feel better when my parents
[group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] are arguing or when they are
having disagreements
It’s usually my fault when my parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum
and dad] are arguing
I do not feel I have to take sides when my parents [group 1 (CX99912 =
1): mum and dad] are arguing
I have the feeling I am caught in the middle when my parents [group 1
(CX99912 = 1): mum and dad] are arguing

CC00601
CC00602
CC00603

CC00604
CC00605
CC00606

* Contact with grandparents *
Now I will ask some questions about your grandparents
N.19 Is the mother of your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] still
alive?
[INT: enter “Don’t know” if respondent says “I don’t know him/her, there is no
contact”]
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question N.20 only if CN01900 = 1 and CX99912 ≠ 3 (target child
younger than 18)
N.20 What do you call the mother of your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
mum]?
[INT: if respondent uses the same name for both grandmothers or refuses or doesn’t
know, then write down ”Grandmother on mother’s side” or “grandmother on father’s
side”, for children in group 1 write down ”Grandmother on mum’s side” or
grandmother on dad’s side”]
…………………………………………………..
N.21
Is the father of your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] still
alive?
[INT: enter “Don’t know” if respondent says “I don’t know him/her, there is no
contact”]
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question N.22 only if CN02100 = 1 and CX99912 ≠ 3 (target child
younger than 18)
N.22 What do you call the father of your mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
mum]?
[INT: If respondent uses the same name for both grandfathers or refuses or doesn’t
know, then write down ”Grandfather on mother’s side” or “grandfather on father’s
side”, for children in group 1 write down ”Grandfather on mum’s side” or grandfather
on dad’s side]
…………………………..

CN01900

CN02000

CN02100

CN02200

N.23 Is the mother of your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] still alive?
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[INT: enter “Don’t know” if respondent says “I don’t know him/her, there is no
contact”]
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question N.24 only if CN02300=1 and CX99912 ≠ 3 (target child younger
than 18)
N.24 What do you call the mother of your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
dad]?
[INT: If respondent uses the same name for both grandmothers or refuses or doesn’t
know, then write down ”Grandmother on mother’s side” or “grandmother on father’s
side”, for children in group 1 write down ”Grandmother on mum’s side” or
grandmother on dad’s side”]
……………………………
N.25 Is the father of your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] still alive?
[INT: Enter “Don’t know” if respondent says “I don’t know him/her, there is no
contact”]
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question N.26 only if CN02500 = 1 and CX99912 ≠ 3 (target child
younger than 18)
N.26 What do you call the father of your father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
dad]?
[INT: If respondent uses the same name for both grandfathers or refuses or doesn’t
know, then write down ”Grandfather on mother’s side” or “grandfather on father’s
side”, for children in group 1 write down ”Grandfather on mum’s side” or
“grandfather on dad’s side”]
……………………………..

CN02300

CN02400

CN02500

CN02600

* Grandmother on mother’s side *
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Ask questions N.27 up to N.32 only if CN01900 = 1 (grandmother on
mother’s side still alive)
The next questions are about [CN02000]
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your mother’s side” instead of
[CN02000]
N.27 Does [CN02000] live in your home?
If CX99912=3, enter “your grandmother on your mother’s side” instead of
[CN02000]
[INT: Category 3 if the child indicates that he/she sometimes lives with the mother of
his mother]
[INT: If the child indicates that he/she is in boarding school, assume the situation
where the child is not in a boarding school ]
1. Yes
2. No
3. Sometimes yes, sometimes no
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions N.28 up to N.31 only if CN02700 = 2, 7 or 9
N.28
How often do you see [CN02000]?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your mother’s side”
instead of [CN02000]

CN02700

CN02800

[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.29
How often do you have contact with [CN02000] by telephone,
post or the Internet?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your mother’s side”
instead of [CN02000]
[Show card]
1.
Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask question N.30 only if [CN02800 = 1 AND CN02900 = 1] OR
[CN02800 = 77 or 99 AND CN02900 = 1] OR [CN02800 = 1 AND
CN02901 = 77 or 99]
N.30
Why don’t you have contact with [CN02000]? You can give more
than one answer.
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your mother’s side”
instead of [CN02000]
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 10 dummies (0/1)
If code 7 of 9: insert automatically for all items.
1. She lives too far away
2. I’m in conflict with her
3. My mother[group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] is in conflict with her
4. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] is in conflict with her
5. She broke off contact with me

CN02900

CN03001
CN03002
CN03003
CN03004
CN03005
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6.
7.

I broke off contact with her
My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] does not allow me to have
contact with her
8. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] does not allow me to have
contact with her
9. We lost contact
10. I never knew her
11. Other
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

N.31
How long does it take to get from your home to where
[CN02000] is currently living?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your mother’s side”
instead of [CN02000]
Hours: 0 to 96
Refusal (code 777) and Don’t know (code 999) allowed
Minutes: 0 to 59
Refusal (code 77) and Don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask question N.32 only if CN02700 = 1 or 3 (grandmother on mother’s side
is resident OR [ [(CN02800 = 2 up to 7) OR (2 up to 7) (contact with
grandmother on mother’s side)]]
N.32
How good or bad is your relationship with [CN02000]
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your mother’s side” instead of
[CN02000]
[Show card]
1. Very bad
2. Bad
3. Neither bad nor good
4. Good
5. Very good
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CN03006
CN03007
CN03008
CN03009
CN03010
CN03011

CN03101
CN03102

CN03200
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* Grandfather on mother’s side *
Ask questions N.33 up to N.38 only if CN02100 = 1 (grandfather on mother’s
side is still alive)
The next questions are about [CN02200].
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your mother’s side” instead of
[CN02200]
N.33 Does [CN02200] live in your home?

CN03300

If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your mother’s side” instead of
[CN02200]
[INT: Category 3 if the child indicates that he/she sometimes lives with the father of
his mother]
[INT: If the child indicates that he/she is in boarding school, assume the situation
where the child is not in a boarding school ]
1. Yes
2. No
3. Sometimes yes, sometimes no
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions N.34 up to N.37 only if CN03300 = 2, 7 or 9
N.34
How often do you see [CN02200]?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your mother’s side”
instead of [CN02200]

CN03400

[Show card]
1.
Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.35
How often do you have contact with [CN02200] by telephone,
post or the Internet?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your mother’s side”
instead of [CN02200]
[Show card]
1.
Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN03500

Ask question N.36 only if [CN03400 = 1 AND CN03500 = 1] OR
[CN03400 = 77 or 99 AND CN03500 = 1] OR [CN03400 = 1 AND
CN03500 = 77 or 99]
N.36
Why don’t you have contact with [CN02200]? You can give more
than one answer.
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your mother’s side”
instead of [CN02200]

[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 10 dummies (0/1)
If code 77 or 99: insert automatically for all items.
1. He lives too far away
2. I’m in conflict with him
3. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] is in conflict with him

CN03601
CN03602
CN03603
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4.
5.
6.
7.

My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] is in conflict with him
He broke off contact with me
I broke off contact with him
My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] does not allow me to have contact
with him
8. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] does not allow me to have contact
with him
9. We lost contact
10. I never knew him
11. Other
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.37
How long does it take to get from your home to where
[CN02200] is currently living?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your mother’s side”
instead of [CN02200]
Hours: 0-96
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed
Minutes: 0-59
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask question N.38 only if [CN03300 = 1 or 3 (grandfather on mother’s side is
resident)] OR [ [(CN03400 = 2 up to 7) OR (CN03500 = 2 up to 7) (contact
with grandfather on mother’s side)]]
N.38
How good or bad is your relationship with [CN02200]?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your mother’s side” instead of
[CN02200]
[Show card]
1. Very bad
2. Bad
3. Neither bad nor good
4. Good
5. Very good
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CN03604
CN03605
CN03606
CN03607
CN03608
CN03609
CN03610
CN03611

CN03701
CN03702

CN03800

* Grandmother on father’s side *
Ask questions N.39 up to N.44 only if CN02300 = 1 (grandmother on father’s
side is still alive)
The next questions are about [CN02400].
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your father’s side” instead of
[CN02400]
N.39 Does [CN02400] live in your home?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your father’s side” instead of
[CN02400]
[INT: Category 3 if the child indicates that he/she sometimes lives with the mother of
his father]
[INT: If the child indicates that he/she is in boarding school, assume the situation
where the child is not in a boarding school ]
1. Yes
2. No
3. Sometimes yes, sometimes no
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions N.40 up to N.43 only if CN03900 = 2, 7 or 9
N.40
How often do you see [CN02400]?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your father’s side”
instead of [CN02400]

CN03900

CN04000

[Show card]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Never
Less than once a month
Once a month
Several times per month (but not weekly)
Once a week
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6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.41
How often do you have contact with [CN02400] by telephone,
post or the Internet?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your father’s side”
instead of [CN02400]

CN04100

[Show card]
1.
Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask question N.42 only if [CN04000 = 1 AND CN04100 = 1] OR
[CN04000 = 77 or 99 AND CN04100=1] OR [CN04000 = 1 AND
CN04101 = 77 or 99]
N.42
Why don’t you have contact with [CN02400]? You can give more
than one answer.
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your father’s side”
instead of [CN02400]

[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 10 dummies (0/1)
If code 77 or 99: insert automatically for all items
1. She lives too far away
2. I’m in conflict with her
3. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] is in conflict with her
4. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] is in conflict with her
5. She broke off contact with me
6. I broke off contact with her
7. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] does not allow me to have
contact with her
8. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] does not allow me to have
contact with her
9. We lost contact
10. I never knew her
11. 0ther

CN04201
CN04202
CN04203
CN04204
CN04205
CN04206
CN04207
CN04208
CN04209
CN04210
CN04211

Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.43
How long does it take to get from your home to where
[CN02400] is currently living?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your father’s side”
instead of [CN02400]
Hours: 0-96
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed
Minutes: 0-59
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask question N.44 only if [CN03900 = 1 or 3 (grandmother on father’s side is
resident)] OR [ [(CN04000 = 2 up to 7) AND (CN04100 = 2 up to 7) (contact
with grandmother on fathers side]]
N.44
How good or bad is your relationship with [CN02400]?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandmother on your father’s side” instead of
[CN02400]
[Show card]
1. Very bad
2. Bad

CN04301
CN04302

CN04400
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3. Neither bad nor good
4. Good
5. Very good
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

* Grandfather on father’s side *
Ask questions N.45 up to N.50 only if CN02500 = 1 (grandfather on father’s
side is still alive)
The next questions are about [CN02600].
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your father’s side” instead of
[CN02600]
N.45 Does [CN02600] live in your home?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your father’s side” instead of
[CN02600]
[INT: Category 3 if the child indicates that he/she sometimes lives with the father of
his father]
[INT: If the child indicates that he/she is in boarding school, assume the situation
where the child is not in a boarding school]
1. Yes
2. No
3. Sometimes yes, sometimes no
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions N.46 up to N.49 only if CN04500 = 2, 7 or 9
N.46
How often do you see [CN02600]?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your father’s side” instead
of [CN02600]

CN04500

CN04600

[Show card]
1.
Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.47
How often do you have contact with [CN02600] by telephone,
post or the Internet?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your father’s side” instead
of [CN02600]
[Show card]
1.
Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN04700

Ask question N.48 only if [CN04600 = 1 AND CN04700 = 1] OR
[CN04600 = 77 or 99 AND CN04700 = 1] OR [CN04600 = 1 AND
CN04700 = 77 or 99]
N.48
Why don’t you have contact with [CN02600]? You can give more
than one answer.
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your father’s side” instead
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of [CN02600]
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 10 dummies (0/1)
If code 77 or 99: insert automatically for all items
1. He lives too far away
2. I’m in conflict with him
3. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] is in conflict with him
4. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] is in conflict with him
5. He broke off contact with me
6. I broke off contact with him
7. My mother [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): mum] does not allow me to have
contact with him
8. My father [group 1 (CX99912 = 1): dad] does not allow me to have
contact with him
9. We lost contact
10. I never knew him
11. Other
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
N.49
How long does it take to get from your home to where
[CN02600] is currently living ?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your father’s side” instead
of [CN02600]
Hours: 0-96
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed
Minutes: 0-59
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask question N.50 only if [CN04500 = 1 or 3 (grandfather on father’s side is
resident)] OR [ [(CN04600 = 2 up to 7) AND (CN04700 = 2 up to 7) (contact
with grandfather on father’s side)]]
N.50
How good or bad is your relationship with [CN02600]?
If CX99912 = 3, enter “your grandfather on your father’s side” instead of
[CN02600]
[Show card]
1. Very bad
2. Bad
3. Neither bad nor good
4. Good
5. Very good
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question V.3 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
V. 3
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements?
[Show card]
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Grandparents should look after their grandchildren if the parents of
these grandchildren are unable to do so
Parents ought to provide financial help for their adult children if the
children are having financial difficulties
If their adult children were in need, parents should adjust their own
lives in order to help them
Children should take responsibility for caring for their parents when
parents are in need
Children should adjust their working lives to the needs of their parents
If parents are in need, daughters should take more caring

CN04801
CN04802
CN04803
CN04804
CN04805
CN04806
CN04807
CN04808
CN04809
CN04810
CN04811

CN04901
CN04902

CN05000

CV00301
CV00302
CV00303
CV00304
CV00305
CV00306
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7.
8.
9.

W.

responsibilities than sons
If parents are in need, sons should take more caring responsibilities
than daughters
Children ought to provide financial help for their parents if their parents
are having financial difficulties
Children should have their parents to live with them if parents can no
longer look after themselves

CV00307
CV00308
CV00309

Wellbeing and health

The following questions are about how you are feeling these days.
W.1
All things considered, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with life
as a whole nowadays?
[Show card]
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Extremely dissatisfied
Extremely satisfied
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
W.2
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following
statements?
[Show card]
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

CW00100

1. I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with others
2. I feel that I have a number of good qualities
3. All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure
4. I am able to do things as well as most other people
5. I feel I do not have much to be proud of
6. I take a positive attitude toward myself
7. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself
8. I wish I could have more respect for myself
9. I certainly feel useless at times
10. At times I think I am no good at all
Ask question W.3 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
W.3
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of following
statements?
[Show card]
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

CW00201
CW00202
CW00203
CW00204
CW00205
CW00206
CW00207
CW00208
CW00209
CW00210

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CW00301
CW00302
CW00303
CW00304
CW00305
CW00306
CW00307

I have little control over the things that happen to me
There is really no way I can solve some of the problems I have
There is little I can do to change many of the important things in my life
I often feel helpless in dealing with the problems of life
Sometimes I feel I’m being pushed around in life
What happens to me in the future mostly depends on me
I can do just about anything I really set my mind to

W.4
Would you say your health is…
[INT: We are referring to general health. We are not referring to short-term or
accident-related problems such as the flu or a broken leg.]
[Show card]

CW00400
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1. Very bad
2. Bad
3. Fair
4. Good
5. Excellent
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
W.5 How often have you suffered from the following complaints during
the last week?
[Show card]
1. Rarely or none of the time
2. Some or a little of the time
3. Occasionally or a moderate amount of the time
4. All of the time
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
CW00501
1.

Unable to relax [INT: We are referring to a relaxed feeling. We are not
referring to relaxing activities]
2. Feeling nervous
3. Being easily irritated
4. Feeling terrified or afraid
Ask question W.6 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
W.6
How often have you felt this way during the last week…
[Show card]
1. Rarely or none of the time
2. Some or a little of the time
3. Occasionally or a moderate amount of time
4. All of the time
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

CW00502
CW00503
CW00504

1. I felt depressed
2. I felt that everything I did was an effort
3. My sleep was restless
4. I was happy
5. I felt lonely
6. I enjoyed life
7. I felt sad
8. I could not “get going”
Ask question W.7 only if CX99912 = 1 or 2 (group 1 or 2)
W.7
When you think about the last 6 months, to what extent are the
following statements true or not true?
[Show card]
0. Not true
1. Somewhat true
2. Certainly true
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

CW00601
CW00602
CW00603
CW00604
CW00605
CW00606
CW00607
CW00608

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CW00701
CW00702
CW00703
CW00704
CW00705
CW00706
CW00707
CW00708
CW00709
CW00710

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

am restless, I cannot stay still for long
get very angry and often lose my temper
usually do as I am told
am constantly fidgeting or squirming
can make other people do what I want
am easily distracted. I find it difficult to concentrate
am often accused of lying or cheating
think before I do things
take things that are not mine from home, school or elsewhere
finish the work I’m doing. My attention is good

Ask the items below only if CX99912 = 1 (group 1)
1. I get a lot of headaches, stomach aches or sickness
2. I worry a lot
3. I am often unhappy, downhearted or tearful
4. I am nervous in new situations. I easily lose confidence

CW00711
CW00712
CW00713
CW00714
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5. I have many fears, I am easily scared
Ask question W.8 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
W.8
During the last six months, how often have you drunk any alcoholic
beverages, such as, beer, cider, wine, spirits or cocktails?

CW00715
CW00800

[Show card]
1. Not at all in the last 6 months
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
Ask questions W.9 and W.10 only if CW00800 ≠1
W.9
During last six months, how often did you drink more than six
alcoholic beverages in one day?
[Show card]
1. Not at all in the last 6 months
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Don’t know (code 99) and refusal (code 77) allowed
W.10
Thinking about the last 12 months, to which extent do you
agree or disagree with each of following statements.
[Show card]
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
1. Drinking cheers me up when I’m in a bad mood
2. Drinking helps me feel better when I’m tense or nervous
3. Drinking helps me feel more confident
[INT: Questions W.11 and W.12. are inserted by the interviewer. Do not read these
questions out loud]
W.11 [At this moment, are there other people present in the same room?]
1. Yes
2. No
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question W.12 only if CW01100=1
W.12 [INT: DO NOT READ OUT LOUD: Indicate which people are present.]
[Multiple answers possible]
Code with 6 dummies (1/0)
1. (Step)parents/father/mother
2. Brothers or sisters
3. Stepbrothers, half-brothers, stepsister or half-sisters
4. Grandparents
5. A friend
6. Partner/spouse
7. Other adults
8. Someone else
Don’t know (code 9) allowed

CW00900

CW01001
CW01002
CW01003

CW01100

CW01201
CW01202
CW01203
CW01204
CW01205
CW01206
CW01207
CW01208

Ask question W.13 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
During the last 2 weeks, which of the following drugs have you been
using?
[INT: Pause, give the respondent some time to read the card. Don’t read the items

W.13
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out loud. The respondent sums up the numbers of the drugs he/she has been using.]
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 9 dummies 0/1
1.
Sleep-inducing drugs; such as Stilnoct, Dormicum, Lendormin, Sonata,
Normison, Imovane, Loramet, Rohypnol, Dormonoct, Dalmadorm, etc.
2.
Sedatives; such as Lexotan, Frisium, Tranxene, Valium, Temesta, Seresta,
Clorazepaat, etc.
3.
Antidepressants; such as Floxyfral, Cipramil, Sipralexa, Prozac, Seroxat,
Aropax, Serlain, etc.
4.
Psycho-stimulants; such as Rilatine, Dexidrine, Stimul, etc.
5.
Soft drugs; such as hash, weed, marijuana
6.
XTC
7.
Consciousness-expanding drugs; such as LSD, magic mushrooms.
8.
Hard drugs; such as pep pills, cocaine, heroin, etc.
9.
None of these

CW01301
CW01302
CW01303
CW01304
CW01305
CW01306
CW01307
CW01308
CW01309

W.14 Now I will show you a card with 5 questions.
[Pause, give the respondent some time to read the card. Don’t read the items out
loud, unless the respondent really needs help].
[Show card]
A. Have you ever damaged or broken something on purpose in the street, at school
or some other place?
B. Have you ever carried weapons on the street, at school or some other public
place? (pocketknife excluded)
C. Have you ever sold drugs at a profit?
D. Have you ever beaten someone up so that he/she was injured?
E. Have you ever run away from home and stayed away for one or more nights?
What’s your answer to question A?
1.
Yes
2.
No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
What’s your answer to question B?
1.
Yes
2.
No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CW01401

CW01402

CW01403
What’s your answer to question C?
1.
Yes
2.
No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
What’s your answer to question D?
1.
Yes
2.
No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
What’s your answer to question E?
1.
Yes
No
2.
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
W.15 With which of the following problems have you ever been diagnosed?
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 9 dummies 0/1
If CW01510 = 1 , insert value 0 into the following variables: CW01501-09
1. ADHD or ADD
2. Autism
3. Eating disorder
4. Dyslexia
5. Depression
6. Anxiety disorder
7. Psychosis

CW01404

CW01405

CW01501
CW01502
CW01503
CW01504
CW01505
CW01506
CW01507
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S.

8. Self-harming
9. None of these

CW01508
CW01509

Ask question W.16.1 only if CW01501 = 1
W.16.1 How old were you when you were diagnosed with ADHD or ADD?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CW01601

Ask question W.16.2 only if CW01502 = 1
W.16.2 How old were you when you were diagnosed with autism?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CW01602

Ask question W.16.3 only if CW01503 = 1
W.16.3 How old were you when you were diagnosed with an eating
disorder?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CW01603

Ask question W.16.4 only if CW01504 = 1
W.16.4 How old were you when you were diagnosed with dyslexia?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CW01604

Ask question W.16.5 only if CW01505 = 1
W.16.5 How old were you when you were diagnosed with depression?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CW01605

Ask question W.16.6 only if CW01506 = 1
W.16.6 How old were you when you were diagnosed with an anxiety
disorder?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CW01606

Ask question W.16.7 only if CW01507 = 1
W.16.7 How old were you when you were diagnosed with psychosis?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CW01607

Ask question W.16.8 only if CW01508 = 1
W.16.8 How old were you when you were diagnosed with self-harming?
Age: 0-99
Don’t know (code 999) and refusal (code 777) allowed

CW01608

Use of services
For all respondents:
The following questions are about the medical and social services you might have used
during the past year.
S.1 How many days in total did you spend in hospitals during the last 12
months?
If CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3) AND MY99904 = 2 (target child is
woman), say: Exclude hospital admissions for pregnancy or childbirth.
[INT: Day hospitalisations should also be included. Hospitalisations for fertility
treatment or possible fertility problems should be excluded.]
Days: 0-365
Refusal (code 777) and don’t know (code 999) allowed
Ask question S.2 only if CX99912 = 1 or 2 (group 1 or 2)
S.2
Which of the following services do you know?

CS00100
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[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 4 dummies 0/1
If CS00204 = 1 , insert value 0 into the following variables: CS00401-03
1. Jongerenadviescentrum JAC of jongereninformatiepunt (Young People’s Advisory
Centre)
2. Kinder – of jongerentelefoon (Children’s helpline or youth helpline)
3. Het CLB, Centrum Leerlingen Begeleiding (Student Counselling Centre)
4. None of these
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.3.1 up to S.4.1 only if CS00201 = 1
S.3.1 During the last 12 months, how often have you contacted a
Young People’s Advisory Centre?
[Show card]
0. Not at all
1. Once
2. Several times a year
3. Monthly
4. Every 2 weeks
5. Weekly or more
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question S.4.1 only if CS00301 ≠ 0
S.4.1 To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
1. Not at all
2. Hardly
3. A little
4. A lot
5. Very much
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.3.2 up to S.4.2 only if CS00202 = 1
S.3.2 During the last 12 months, how often have you contacted a
children’s helpline or youth helpline?
[Show card]
Ask question S.4.2 only if CS00302 ≠ 0
S.4.2 To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Ask questions S.3.3 up to S.4.3 only if CS00203 = 1
S.3.3 During the last 12 months, how often have you contacted a
Student Counselling Centre?
[Show card]
Ask question S.4.3 only if CS00303 ≠ 0
S.4.3 To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Ask question S.5 only if CX99912 = 3 (group 3)
S.6
Which of the following services did you use during the last 12
months?
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
Code with 11 dummies 0/1
If CS00511=1, then CS00501-10 = 0
1. Parent support services; such as a Centrum voor Kinderzorg en
Gezinsondersteuning (Centre for Child Care and Family Support), Dienst voor
Integrale Gezinszorg (Service for Integral Family Care), Dienst voor
Gezinsondersteunende Pleegzorg (Service for Family Supporting Foster Care),
Consultatiebureau Kind en Gezin (Child and Family), Centrum voor Levens - en
Gezinsvragen (Centre for Questions about the Family, Life and Death), Dienst
voor Gezinszorg (Parenting Support Centres), Opvoedingswinkel (Parenting
shops)

CS00201
CS00202
CS00203
CS00204

CS00301

CS00401

CS00302

CS00402

CS00303

CS00403
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2.

Family and relationship services; such as a Centrum Algemeen Welzijnswerk
(Centre for General Welfare), Centrum voor Levens - en Gezinsvragen (Centre
for Questions about the family, life and death), Centrum voor Geboorteregeling
en Seksuele Opvoeding (Centre for Family Planning and Sexual Education).
Contacts with parent support services should be excluded.
3. Centre for Mental Health Care
4. Home help or homecare; such as Thuisverpleging (Home Nursing),
Thuisverzorging (Home Care), Maaltijden aan huis (Meals-on-wheels),
Familiehulp (Family Care), Solidariteit voor het gezin (Solidarity for the Family),
het Wit-Gele Kruis (White-Yellow Cross), Dienst voor thuiszorg (Service for Home
Care)
5. Victim support services; such as Slachtofferhulp (Victim Support), Centrum
voor Hulp aan Slachtoffers van Misdrijven (Centre for Aid to Victims),
Vertrouwenscentrum Kindermishandeling (Confidential Centre for Child Abuse),
women’s refuge centre
6. Legal services; such as legal advisory services, Centrum Algemeen Welzijnswerk
(Centre for General Welfare), houses of justice, Wetswinkel (Law Centre)
Commission
7. Social services such as O.C.M.W. (Social Service Department), Centrum
Algemeen Welzijnswerk (Centre for General Welfare),
8. Self-help group
9. Telephone assistance; such as Tele-Onthaal (Crisis Helpline), Zelfmoordlijn
(Suicide Helpline) Holebifoon (Helpline for Gay People), Druglijn (Drugs
Helpline)
10. Youth services; such as a Jongerenadviescentrum (Young People’s Advisory
Centre)
11. None of these
1. Parent support services
2. Family and relationship services
3. Centre for mental health care
4. Home help or homecare
5. Victim support
6. Legal services
7. Social services
8. Self-help group
9. Telephone assistance
10. Youth services
11. None of these
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
Ask questions S.6.1 up to S.7.1 only if CS00501 = 1
S.6.1 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of
parent support services?
[Show card]
1. Once
2. Several times a year
3. Monthly
4. Every 2 weeks
5. Weekly or more
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.7.1. To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
1. Not at all
2. Hardly
3. A little
4. A lot
5. Very much
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.6.2 up to S.7.2 only if CS00502 = 1
S.6.2 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of

CS00501
CS00502
CS00503
CS00504
CS00505
CS00506
CS00507
CS00508
CS00509
CS00510
CS00511

CS00601

CS00701

CS00602
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family and relationship services?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.7.2. To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.6.3 up to S.7.3 only if CS00503 = 1
S.6.3 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of
mental health care services?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.7.3. To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.6.4 up to S.7.4 only if CS00504 = 1
S.6.4 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of home
help or homecare?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.7.4. To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.6.5 up to S.7.5 only if CS00505 = 1
S.6.5 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of
victim support services?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.7.5 To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.6.6 up to S.7.6 only if CS00506 = 1
S.6.6 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of legal
services?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.7.6. To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.6.7 up to S.7.7 only if CS00507 = 1
S.6.7 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of
social services?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.7.7. To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.6.8 up to S.7.8 only if CS00508 = 1
S.6.8 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of a
self-help group?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CS00702

CS00603

CS00703

CS00604

CS00704

CS00605

CS00705

CS00606

CS00706

CS00607

CS00707

CS00608
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S.7.8. To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.6.9 up to S.7.9 only if CS00509 = 1
S.6.9 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of
telephone assistance?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.7.9. To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.6.10 up to S.7.10 only if CS00510 = 1
S.6.10 During the last 12 months, how often have you made use of
youth services?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.7.10. To what extent were they able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question S.8 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
S.8
Which of the following types of professionals did you contact about
social or emotional problems during the last 12 months?
[INT: Check whether this really was a contact with a professional because of social or
emotional problems. Exclude contacts with help professionals because of physical
problems, such as a broken leg or the flu. Include contacts with help professionals
because of psychological problems such as eating disorders, depression or addiction]
[INT Contacts with professionals that took place in the context of services mentioned
in S.7 should be excluded (to avoid duplicated numbers)]
Code with 7 dummies 0/1
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
1. General practitioner
2. (Child) psychiatrist
3. Other physician (not a psychiatrist)
4. Psychologist
5. Educationalist
6. Alternative medical practitioner (such as a homeopath, acupuncturist, osteopath,

chiropractor, etc.)
7. No one
Don’t know (code 9) and refusal (code 7) allowed
IF CS00807 = 1, then AS00801-06 = 0
Ask questions S.9.1 up to S.10.1 only if CS00801 = 1
S.9.1. During the last 12 months, how often have you contacted a
general practitioner?
[Show card]
1. Once
2. Several times a year
3. Monthly
4. Every 2 weeks
5. Weekly or more
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.10.1 To what extent has the general practitioner been able to help
you?
[Show card]
1. Not at all
2. Hardly
3. A little

CS00708

CS00609

CS00709

CS00610

CS00710

CS00801
CS00802
CS00803
CS00804
CS00805
CS00806
CS00807

CS00901

CS01001
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4. A lot
5. Very much
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.9.2 up to S.10.2 only if CS00802 = 1
S.9.2. During the last 12 months, how often have you contacted a
psychiatrist or child psychiatrist?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.10.2. To what extent has the psychiatrist or child psychiatrist been
able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.9.3 up to S.10.3 only if CS00803 = 1
S.9.3. During the last 12 months, how often have you contacted a
physician?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.10.3. To what extent has the physician been able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.9.4 up to S.10.4 only if CS00804 = 1
S.9.4. During the last 12 months, how often have you contacted a
psychologist?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.10.4. To what extent has the psychologist been able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.9.5 up to S.10.5 only if CS00805 = 1
S.9.5. During the last 12 months, how often have you contacted an
educationalist?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.10.5. To what extent has the educationalist been able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions S.9.6 up to S.10.6 only if CS00806 = 1
S.9.6. During the last 12 months, how often have you contacted an
alternative medical practitioner?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
S.10.6. To what extent has the alternative medical practitioner been
able to help you?
[Show card]
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask question S.11 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
S.11
Was there ever a time in the last 12 months when you thought you
needed professional help for your social or emotional problems, but you did
not seek professional help?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CS00902

CS01002

CS00903

CS01003

CS00904

CS01004

CS00905

CS01005

CS00906

CS01006

CS01100
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Ask question S.12 only if CS01100 = 1
S.12
Why did you not seek professional help?
Code with 10 dummies 0/1
[Show card]
Multiple answers possible
1. I thought the problem would get better by itself
2. I wanted to handle the problem on my own
3. I was unsure about where to go and who to see
4. I was concerned about what people would think
5. I could not get an appointment
6. I was concerned about how much it would cost
7. I didn’t have the time because of other activities
8. I didn’t dare to take the step to seek professional help
9. My mother didn’t want me to seek professional help
10. My father didn’t want me to seek professional help
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CS01201
CS01202
CS01203
CS01204
CS01205
CS01206
CS01207
CS01208
CS01209
CS01210
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N.

Networks, social support, contact and leisure time
* Social relations and contact frequency *

Ask questions N.51. up to N.56. only if CX99912 = 1 or 2 (group 1 or 2)
The following questions focus on your friends.
N.51. How many friends do you have?
[Respondent can define friends himself/herself]
Number: 0-75
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Ask questions N.52. up to N.56. only if CN05100 ≠ 0
N.52.
Do you have friends whose parents [group 1 (CX99912 = 1):
mum and dad] are divorced?
[Show card]
1. Yes, one
2. Yes, a few
3. Yes, almost all of them
4. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
N.53.
Do you have a best friend?
1. Yes
2. No
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed
Ask questions N.54 up to N.56. only if CN05300 = 1
N.54. What is the name of your best friend?
[INT: If respondent answers with don’t know or refusal, insert: ‘your
best friend’]
Name of friend:
N.55. How long have you and [CN05400] known each other?
Number of months: 0-11
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
Number of years: 0-18
Refusal (code 77) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN05100

CN05200

CN05300

CN05400

CN05501
CN05502

N.56. Now I will ask some questions about [CN05400]
[Show card]
1. Little or none
2. Somewhat
3. Very much
4. Extremely much
5. The most
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How much free time do you spend with [CN05400]?
How much do you talk about everything with [CN05400]?
How much do you play around and have fun with
[CN05400]?
How much do you share secrets and private feelings with
[CN05400]?
How much do you go places and do enjoyable things with
[CN05400]?
How much do you talk with [CN05400] about things that
you don’t want others to know?

CN05601
CN05602
CN05603
CN05604
CN05605
CN05606

Ask questions N.57. up to N.58. only if CX99912 = 3 (group 3).
The following questions concern your social life.
N.57. How often did you meet the following people in your free time
during the last 12 months?
[INT: Meeting means “personal contact”, not contact on the telephone, etc.]
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[INT: Time at work does not count]
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
Not applicable (code 88) and don’t know (code 99) allowed
1.
2.
3.
4.

Colleagues [INT: 88 = respondent does not have any colleagues]
Friends [INT: 88 = respondent does not have any friends]
People from the neighbourhood
Own family (not household members) [INT: 88 = respondent does not
have any family]
5. Family of your partner Only if CR01400 = 1 (respondent has a partner)

CN05701
CN05702
CN05703
CN05704

N.58. To what extent are you satisfied or dissatisfied with your social life?
[INT: Social means contact with other people in your free time]
[Show card]
1.
Very dissatisfied
2.
Dissatisfied
3.
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4.
Satisfied
5.
Very satisfied
Refusal (code 7) and don’t know (code 9) allowed

CN05800

CN05705

*Loneliness*
Ask question N.59. only if CX99912 = 1 or 2 (group 1 or 2).
N.59.
How often do the following statements apply to you?
[Show card]
1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely
4. Never
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
1.
2.

I think I have fewer friends than others
I feel isolated from other people [Group 1 (CX99912 = 1): I feel I don’t
belong]
3. I feel excluded by my classmates
4. I want to be better integrated in the class group
5. Making friends is hard for me
6. I am afraid the others won’t let me join in
7. I feel alone at school
8. I think there is no single friend to whom I can tell everything
9. I feel abandoned by my friends
10. I feel left out by my friends
11. I feel sad because nobody wants to join in with me
12. I feel sad because I have no friends

CN05901
CN05902
CN05903
CN05904
CN05905
CN05906
CN05907
CN05908
CN05909
CN05910
CN05911
CN05912

Ask question N.60. only if CX99912 = 3 (group 3).
N.60. Please indicate for each of the following statements, the extent to
which they apply to your situation, the way you feel now.
[Show card]
1. Yes!
2. Yes
3. More or less
4. No
5. No!
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I experience a general sense of emptiness
There are plenty of people I can rely on when I have problems
There are many people I can trust completely
There are enough people I feel close to
I miss having people around
I often feel rejected

CN06001
CN06002
CN06003
CN06004
CN06005
CN06006

* Support to parents *
Ask questions N.61 up to N.64 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
Ask questions N.61 up to N.62 only if CH00300 ≠ 3 (mother still alive)
N.61. How often did you support your mother during the last 12 months?
[INT: This concerns the respondent’s biological or adoptive mother]
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

By listening to her in a private/personal conversation
With her practical tasks (chores, transport, administration, etc.)
By providing her with valuable goods or money
By having fun together, relaxing or keeping her company
With her personal care (washing, dressing, dining, etc.) [INT: 88 =
mother does not need help, she can do it herself]
Not applicable (code 88) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN06101
CN06102
CN06103
CN06104
CN06105

N.62. How often did you receive help from your mother during the last 12
months?
[INT: This concerns the respondent’s biological or adoptive mother]
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
1.
2.
3.
4.

By listening to me in a private/personal conversation
By giving me valuable goods or money
By having fun together, relaxing or keeping me company
By caring for my child(ren) Only if CR02400 = 1 (respondent has
children)
Don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN06201
CN06202
CN06203
CN06204

Ask questions N.63. up to N.64. only if CH00300 ≠ 2 (father still alive)
N.63. How often did you support your father during the last 12 months?
[INT: This concerns the respondent’s biological or adoptive father]
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

By listening to him in a private/personal conversation
With his practical tasks (chores, transport, administration, etc.)
By providing him with valuable goods or money
By having fun together, relaxing or keeping him company
With his personal care (washing, dressing, dining, etc.) [INT: 88 = father
does not need help, he can do it himself]
Not applicable (code 88) and don’t know (code 99) allowed

CN06301
CN06302
CN06303
CN06304
CN06305

N.64. How often did you receive help from your father during the last 12
months?
[INT: This concerns the respondent’s biological or adoptive father]
[Show card]
1. Never
2. Less than once a month
3. Once a month
4. Several times per month (but not weekly)
5. Once a week
6. Several times per week (but not daily)
7. Daily
1.
2.
3.
4.

By listening to me in a private/personal conversation
By giving me valuable goods or money
By having fun together, relaxing or keeping me company
By caring for my child(ren) Only if CR02400 = 1 (respondent has
children)
Don’t know (code 99) allowed

V.

CN06401
CN06402
CN06403
CN06404

Values and opinions

Questions spread throughout modules, cfr. questionnaire partners.
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F.

Personality

Ask question F.1 only if CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3)
To conclude we have some questions you can fill in yourself on the computer.
INT: DO NOT READ OUT LOUD: Is the respondent going to fill in these questions
CF99901
him/herself?
1.
Yes, questions will be filled in by the respondent
2.
No, questions will be filled in by the interviewer
Refusal (code 7) allowed
F.1 To which extent do you agree or disagree with each of following
statements about yourself.
This is a self-completion module. Respondent fills in this question
himself/herself on the computer. Questions need to appear in a grid on
the screen.
1. Disagree strongly
2. Disagree a little
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree a little
5. Agree strongly
Don’t know (code 9) allowed
I see myself as someone who...
1. Is talkative
2. Tends to find fault with others
3. Does a thorough job
4. Is depressed, blue
5. Is original, comes up with new ideas
6. Is reserved
7. Is helpful and unselfish with others
8. Can be somewhat careless
9. Is relaxed, handles stress well
10. Is curious about many different things
11. Is full of energy
12. Starts quarrels with others
13. Is a reliable worker
14. Can be tense
15. Is ingenious, a deep thinker
16. Generates a lot of enthusiasm
17. Has a forgiving nature
18. Tends to be disorganized
19. Worries a lot
20. Has an active imagination
21. Tends to be quiet
22. Is generally trusting
23. Tends to be lazy
24. Is emotionally stable, not easily upset
25. Is inventive
26. Has an assertive personality
27. Can be cold and aloof
28. Perseveres until the task is finished
29. Can be moody
30. Values artistic, aesthetic experiences
31. Is sometimes shy, inhibited
32. Is considerate and kind to almost everyone
33. Does things efficiently
34. Remains calm in tense situations
35. Prefers work that is routine
36. Is outgoing, sociable
37. Is sometimes rude to others
38. Makes plans and follows through with them

CF00101
CF00102
CF00103
CF00104
CF00105
CF00106
CF00107
CF00108
CF00109
CF00110
CF00111
CF00112
CF00113
CF00114
CF00115
CF00116
CF00117
CF00118
CF00119
CF00120
CF00121
CF00122
CF00123
CF00124
CF00125
CF00126
CF00127
CF00128
CF00129
CF00130
CF00131
CF00132
CF00133
CF00134
CF00135
CF00136
CF00137
CF00138
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39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Gets nervous easily
Likes to reflect, play with ideas
Has few artistic interests
Likes to cooperate with others
Is easily distracted
Is sophisticated in art, music, or literature

CF00139
CF00140
CF00141
CF00142
CF00143
CF00144

END
If CX99912 = 1 (group 1): Interviewer reads question Y.1 immediately after CN05912.
If CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3): Respondent answers question Y.1 independently on
the computer.
Y.1 If CX99912 = 1 (group 1), say: We are almost at the end of this
CY00100
interview. To what extent do you think this interview was pleasant or
unpleasant? Please give a number from 0 to 10. 0 means “not pleasant at
all” and 10 means “very pleasant”.
[Show card]
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Not pleasant
Very pleasant
at all
If CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3), say: We are almost at the end of this
interview. To what extent do you think this interview was a pleasant or
unpleasant experience? Please give a number from 0 to 10. 0 means
“very unpleasant” and 10 means “very pleasant”.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Very
Very
unpleasant
pleasant
If CX99912 = 2 or 3 (group 2 or 3) insert on a separate screen: Thank you for answering
these questions. You can now return the computer to the interviewer.
Provide OK-button

Show the following instructions to contact related respondents clearly on the
screen:

To Do list
Present purchasing voucher to all respondents who started the
o
interview:
If CX88801 (FIRST RECORDING OF DURATION) ≠ ‘empty’: Hand the respondent
a purchasing voucher or ask whether he/she wants to donate the money to charity.
o
Interview second partner:
If MH99900 = 1 or 6 (actual living situation intact marriage in 1 household or
mid-divorce in 1 household) AND second partner is not yet interviewed: If
possible, contact the second partner [AR99903] IMMEDIATELY for an interview. Make
an appointment or start the interview immediately with the following ID-number:
[unique ID]. Afterwards, complete the contact sheet.

We have reached the end of this interview. Thank you very much for your
co-operation.
[INT: Save this questionnaire and close it. Complete the interviewer report as soon
as possible].
***END OF QUESTIONNAIRE ***
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